
The Search for the 

Smallest Thing
AN INTRODUCTION TO PARTICLE PHYSICS



What is the smallest thing that everything 

is made of? 

 Is there just one smallest thing, or are 

there many?

If everything is made of something else, 

what is the smallest thing made of?
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Thales of Miletus

• Possibly the first western scientist

• Lived from ~625 BCE to ~ 547 BCE

• Born in Miletus (what is now Turkey)

Wikipedia.org



Stories About Thales

• Born into a wealthy and aristocratic family

• May have been educated in Athens, Egypt, and Babylon

• One of the Seven Great Sages of Greek Philosophy

• Thales and the Olive Presses

• Thales and the Solar Eclipse of May 28, 585 BCE

• Thales and the North Star
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Thales is said to 

have written an 

essay on the 

constellation Ursa

Minor in which he 

recommended it 

for navigation.

Note that Ursa

Minor  contains the 

North Star (Polaris)!



So, what did Thales think was the smallest thing?  The 

thing that everything else is made of?  

A hint – he thought that land floated on this, and 

movements in this caused earthquakes.

Another hint:



Pythagoras 

Born on the island of Samos ~ 570 BCE

Died ~495 BCE in Croton, Italy

What a Guy!



Things We Are Pretty Sure We Know About Pythagoras

• Born on the island of Samos ~ 570 BCE, Died in Croton, Italy ~ 495 BCE

• Studied in Miletus and at Thebes in Egypt

• Had a “golden thigh” which was believed to show divinity

• Led a strict, ascetic religious cult which lasted several hundred years

• Believed the universe could be explained by ratios of numbers



Teachings of Pythagoras
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• At death, souls transmigrate to another animal or 

human body

• Souls first go underground, make their way back to 

the surface via bean plants

• Even numbers are female, odd numbers are male.  

For example, women are 2, men are 3, and 

marriage is 5

• Valued silence (initiates expected to say little or 

nothing for 5 years)

• Very detailed and ascetic, but info contradictory

Tetractys

Quora.com



Legends About Pythagoras

• Pythagoras and the Pirates

• Pythagoras and the Fisherman

• Pythagoras and the Dog

• Pythagoras and the Two Islands

• Pythagoras and Irrational 

Numbers (Death of Hippasus)

• The Death of Pythagoras
UnderstandingRome.com

Painted by Raphael



What is the greatest discovery of 

Pythagoras, the one that affects your 

life daily?

a) The Pythagorean Theorem

b) Fire, Water, Air, and Earth are the smallest things

c) He laid the foundation for western music

d) His textbooks on mathematics 



Pythagoras worked out the ratios of the 

length of strings that sound good on a 

musical instrument!

5:4  C-E     Major 3rd

4:3  C-F     Perfect 4th

3:2  C-G    Perfect 5th

2:1  C-C    Octave

9:8  C-D     Second

These are still used today!



• What would you do if you 

inherited $50,000,000 dollars?

• What if you were a teenager 

at the time?

• Let’s meet someone who did.



Democritus – The Laughing Philosopher
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Born in Thrace (northeastern 

Greece)

Lived from ~460 BCE to ~370 BCE

Born into a very wealthy family

Traveled the known world in 

search of dinner parties with 

smart people



So, how many cuts could you 

make on your piece of paper?

a) Between 5 and 9

b) Between 10 and 14

c) Between 15 and 19

d) 20 or more

Spoiler Alert Coming!



Democritus’ Idea:  If you cut 

something into smaller and smaller 

pieces, eventually it will become so 

small that you can’t cut it anymore.  

Thus, the tiny piece you have is 

uncuttable.

What is the Greek word for 

“uncuttable”?



The Greek word 
for “uncuttable” is 
“atomos”

Democritus is 
credited with 
inventing the 
atomic theory!

Real image of atoms!  From 

Quora.com



Democritus believed in 

two things – the “void”, 

or empty space, and 

atoms.  Atoms are 

eternal and 

unchangeable. 
Historyofatomictheory.weebly.com

He believed that atoms came in different shapes, and they 

could connect with each other.  What we call the chemical 

properties of a substance depend on the size and shape of the 

atoms and how they combine with each other. 

Plato couldn’t stand him or his ideas.



Aristotle

• Born 384 BCE in Northern Greece, 

Died 322 BCE

• Parents died when he was 13, his 

guardian was a member of the 

court of the kingdom of Macedon

• In 367 BCE he became a student of 

Plato in Athens

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle


• Taught at  Plato’s school, but had some 

disagreements

• Was not offered headmaster’s position at 

Plato’s death

• Started his own school, the Lyceum 

(originally a temple of the god Apollo)

• Left Athens amidst controversy and moved 

to Macedon and taught there

• Returned to Athens but left, fearing his end 

would be like Socrates

Aristotle’s School in Macedon

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle


Aristotle was prolific!  

He wrote over 200 treatises or books on a wide variety of topics.  31 of 

these have survived, the others are referenced by ancient writers.

He believed truth could be found by careful observation and by relying 

on the expressed views of well-respected authorities.

He is well known for his works “Metaphysics”  and “Prior Analytics”.  

His rules of logic form the foundation for computer programming today!

His analysis of marine life in the Aegean Sea made great contributions 

to establishing marine biology as a science.



http://alexandermosaik.de/en/

Aristotle had a student who ensured that his teaching 

would have widespread influence.  That student is in 

the mural above.  Do you know who it is?

This is a mosaic 

rescued from 

Pompeii!



Aristotle’s Physics

• Because he believed in observation, Aristotle dismissed the idea of atoms.

• Instead, Aristotle believed the world’s physical properties could be 

describe in terms of two dialectics:

• Is something hot or cold?

• Is it wet or dry?

• He adopted the very old idea that the “smallest things” are fire, air, earth, 

and water (the four elements).

• Fire is hot and dry, air is hot and wet, earth is cold and dry, water is cold 

and wet.

• Everything is thus made of these four elements.

• Because Aristotle’s teachings reached nearly the level of scripture, and 

were flawed, Aristotle’s physics set the science back nearly 2000 years.



Two Other Phenomena That Are Critical To Our Search…

Do you know what these are?
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org
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These are amber!

Do you know what the 

Greek word for amber is?

It is “Electra”

The Greeks rubbed amber with wool and found it could pick up bits of straw.  

They thought it was magic, and they valued amber for its magical properties.

Understanding electricity proved critical to the search for the smallest thing.



The other phenomena we must understand is magnetism.

What words begin with the letters “magn”?

Sciencefocus.com



There are two legends that tell us 

where the term “Magnet” comes 

from.  Both have main characters 

named “Magnes”.  The first 

legend is attributed to Pliny the 

Elder in the first century CE.

In Latin,  “Magnes means 

“Great”, “Loud”, or “Large”

We’ll end today’s story with these 

two legends.



If you want to contact me, 

the best way is by e-mail:

medodge@comcast.net

Thanks!  

mailto:medodge@comcast.net

